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as though the voice were coming from behind the head
and from the head and from the eyes can use their
voices well a fact which Mussolini, among other orators
of our time, has somehow learned I have had to learn
all I know of voice production by the slow and twisting
road of experience, and knowledge got in that way
though it is the best of all knowledge for the learner*
does not make a good teacher Only those who, like
Elsie Fogerty, have combined the arts of actress' and
student of voice production can teach the mechanism
of it She can No one better She may not be
able to make the dumb speak, but she can make the
inarticulate audible, and she can, by the power of her
experience and knowledge of technique, make ugly
voices pleasant, and those which are the worse for wear
fresh again But only too often people, clergymen,
politicians, public men generally, come to us too late.
Voice production is one of the things that should be
taught in every school As it is, we rub along somehow
assuming that it is all right if we speak with the voice
Nature has given us, when only too often it is all wrong
because we have not learned how to use the voice She
gave us Mind and body seem to me as one Shakespeare
said so, "when the mind's sick the body's delicate,"
when the voice is thin there must be parts of the brain
which are ill-nourished
So there on the stepjs of the Tate Gallery, I used to
let my voice go, throwing it at the milkman, and when
I knew by the waving of his whip that my voice had
reached him, I went home satisfied
We gave three performances of "Iphigema" at Brad-
field under blue skies to a full chalk pit In that serene
air, the exquisite lines seemed to fall like benedictions
on the aspirations of mankind
The beauty of the play, which I felt so deeply, was
deeply felt by others also The Westminster Gazette wrote
"What remains in my mind—and what will long
remam_ls   the   vision   of Ldlah   McCarthy  stark

